For Immediate Release

AccuStore Automates Support for Franchise Networks

Franchise owner operators to benefit from AccuStore portal

Clearwater, Fla., July 12, 2023 - GSP announced today that they have expanded their AccuStore portal to provide a single platform through which franchisees can access marketing collateral that is provided at no charge as well as additional collateral that franchisees can purchase with a credit card. The platform will improve the franchisees’ experiences by providing a point to access marketing collateral needed to drive sales and support their brands.

Franchise holders will be able to use AccuStore to order collateral directly from a warehouse shelf or printed on demand.

“We want to make it easier for major national brands to support their operators,” said Dave Johnson, Chief Customer Officer at GSP. “By making it easy for brands to provide effective in-store collateral to their franchisees, our AccuStore platform is strengthening these brands and driving in-store sales.”

According to the US Census Bureau, there are more than 750,000 franchise businesses in the US, including convenience stores in the United States, and nearly 3,000 franchise brands.

About AccuStore

AccuStore is the result of more than 40 years of helping retailers gain store-level intelligence to enhance operations, marketing, facilities, management, loss prevention and human resources. Its enhanced store profiling technology makes it easy for consumer-facing businesses to access real-time information about every site. AccuStore customizes a database of site-level details and stores it security on a cloud-based platform with a web interface and mobile 24/7 access. The mobile app enables managers to turn their strategic plans into store level results on the go. A GSP company, AccuStore is based in Clearwater, Fla. To find out more, visit accustore.com.
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